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Abstract: Indoor localization is a key factor for activities of daily living (ADLs)-related services. Many
studies invest effort and money on high-cost infrastructure with modified devices. In this paper, an
indoor localization system (LiLo) that utilizes ambient light sensor and orientation information on
smartphones to recognize ADLs is proposed. Indoor ADLs are recognized by analyzing the data
combination of visible light based localization, orientation and time. In the cold start period, LiLo
estimates the location based on the computed luminance field map and the frequent orientation,
validating the location result by the angle of arrival information. Then, LiLo produces the locations
with a machine learning classifier. Compared with previous works, LiLo leaves out the laborious
device configuration setup and data collection during the off-line phase. Another advantage is that
LiLo utilizes a conventional luminaire and a standard smartphone, without extra infrastructure
spreading in rooms. Therefore, every resident with a smartphone can benefit from this technology.
An experimental study using data collected from smartphones shows that LiLo is able to achieve
high localization accuracy at a low cost.

Keywords: indoor localization; visible light communication; activity of daily living; proximity sensor;
smartphone

1. Introduction

Indoor localization is a research area that has been gaining increasing attention recently.
A wide range of location-based services (LBS) are attractive, such as navigating users inside
shopping malls, pushing precise advertisements to users, personalized recommendation,
proximity notification, etc.

Activities of daily living (ADLs) are routine activities that people tend to do every day.
For nursing-home care or in-home care evaluations and services, the ability to perform
ADLs is a key factor. The ADLs are highly correlated with the indoor locations. To provide
LBS in the ADL area, high location accuracy is essential.

Accurate indoor positioning is difficult to achieve by global positioning system (GPS)
because devices usually disconnect from highly attenuated GPS signals at all [1]. For that
reason, some assistant techniques are proposed. The radio frequency (RF)-based technique
is one of the possible alternatives. Many RF-based studies have attempted to provide
precise location information during the past 20 years, including wireless local area network,
radio-frequency identification, cellular, ultrasound, Bluetooth, and so forth [2,3]. There are
some other localization systems relying on signals such as magnetism [4], lower-frequency
FM broadcast radio signals for robust indoor fingerprinting [5]. Furthermore, simultaneous
Localization And Mapping (SLAM) technique is one of the approaches to generate map and
navigate a robot [6]. These methods deliver positioning accuracies from tens of centimeters
to several meters. High accuracy is required for ADL recognition applications that expect
furniture-level differentiation within a small room.
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The wireless signal is subject to interference from many aspects, such as walls and
floors blocking, any other wireless appliance, unexpected poor signal strength, etc. Wi-Fi
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) varies significantly over time and is susceptible
to human presence, multipath, and fading, resulting in erratic locations. Apart from
that, they are also subject to electromagnetic (EM) interference. Hence, relatively poor
accuracy of indoor positioning is achievable by most RF-based techniques. One educational
robotics project [7] provides a Wi-Fi positioning system to identify rooms for a robot
built from Android and chip computer Arduino in a testbed. Under a set of commodity
Wi-Fi infrastructure, Refs. [8,9] analyze the multipath wireless channel to gain the super-
resolutions within tens of centimeters. The accurate estimation does satisfy the room-level
positioning for ADL recognition. Yet, for most average houses and apartments, it is
not common to equip a high dense of APs. Instead of the prevalent RSSI-fingerprinting
dataset, a new structure for data representation was proposed in [10]. The novel dataset
with four categorical features and six numeric ones, a hierarchical framework for the
fusion of floor and a 2D coordinate estimation was proposed as well. It then achieved a
considerable amelioration in floor detection and horizontal coordinate estimation. Thereof,
one inevitable challenge of Wi-Fi and other RF-based indoor positioning systems (IPS) is
high-cost pervasive infrastructures, needing setup-related infrastructure [11,12]. Energy is
a crucial consideration for mobile devices; nevertheless, both obtaining a GPS signal and
scanning for a Wi-Fi signal would drain a significant amount of energy.

Light is omnipresent, which can be leveraged more than illumination. Unlike RF-based
signals, light signals are line-of-sight and ever-stable in nature. In academic society these
years, visible light communications (VLC)-based technology is gaining more attraction.
Furthermore, visible light-based approaches have shown some promise for indoor visible-
light positioning (VLP) [13–16].

This work first discovers the intrinsic logic of indoor ADL localization, and presents
a light-based indoor localization system (LiLo) that merely employs a single-point smart-
phone. It is trying to keep the user device as simple as possible with less battery consump-
tion and higher accuracy.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related
work on analysis localization methods of indoor ambient illumination. The notion of
key active areas, characteristics of activity of daily living and some common localization
challenges are described in Section 3. The introduction of the optical channel model and
the Radiosity rendering method are given in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the detail of
triangulation-based algorithm on a luminance filed map. Section 6 presents the overview of
the proposed system. In Section 7, we describe the experimental environment and frequent
ADL types. Section 8 discusses a series of experiments and reports the results. We conclude
the paper in Section 9.

2. Related Work

In the VLC area, there are primarily two major hardware technologies supporting
the algorithms to calculate the receiver coordinates. One technology form is a photodiode
(PD) employed to detect received signal strength (RSS) information. As the distance varies
according to the power attenuation, the receiver is coordinated by lateration algorithms [17].
Another technology form is by image sensor detecting angle of arrival (AOA) information
for the angulation algorithm to calculate the receiver location [18,19].

Instead of relying on channel measurements, imaging techniques can be used to
measure geometric relations between luminaries for localization [14]. However, imaging
technique (camera and screen) has malfunctions of fast battery consumption and privacy
issue.

A few recent simulation works are exploring in the visible-light positioning (VLP)
area. In [14,20], image sensors are used to locate based on the lighting ray projection model.
In [21], frequency division multiplexing was used for the peak-to-peak value of signals
from different interferences stations, and time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) was inferred
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based on phase difference of arrival. Proof of concept experiments are using two white light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) as the transmitters. IDyLL [13], an indoor localization system using
existing inertial and light sensors on smartphones, is underlying the light infrastructure as
well. IDyLL does not use absolute intensity readings. Instead, peak detection is employed
to help to infer the trajectory when the user is under a luminary. IDyLL builds upon existing
work on pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) (e.g., [22,23]), and the device in IDyLL requires
to be facing up. Displacement is estimated through many factors, including step counts,
stride length estimation and velocity estimation, heading orientation. In addition, the
illumination peak detection algorithm is largely confined to light arrangements in building
hallways. The inertial measurement unit (IMU) [24] relies on inertial sensors to track a user
by continuously estimating displacement from a known location. Previous works require
knowledge of receiver orientations to solve for a position [25,26]. In [15], this orientation
information was obtained using a receiver with a six-axis IMU. A switching estimated
receiver position scheme was proposed where the estimated receiver positions (ERPs) was
switched based on the tilt angle of the receiver. Obviously, the tilt angle with the six-axis
sensor limits the estimated error distance. Therefore, the accuracy of angulations data from
six-axis sensor is critical for the accuracy of the estimated positions. In Luxapose [27], it
requires a high density of overhead LED luminaries to be placed with known positions and
identification beacons. A camera-equipped smartphone decodes the LED identifiers and
determines the phone’s absolute location and orientation in the local coordinate system
with an angle-of-arrival (AOA) localization algorithm. Time-of-arrival (TOA) and AOA
measurements are applied in a single-anchor localization (SAL) method [28] to achieve
high-accuracy multi-agent localizations.

Alongside, localization with a single LED or multiple LED by a trilateration method is
discussed in [29]. Epsilon [29] employs a light sensor on a smartphone to retrieve the LED
beacon information, measures the received signal strengths (RSSs) from multiple bulbs
and computes the distances to each bulb through an optical channel model. Afterwards,
location is estimated by decoding the beacon identifications. Nevertheless, certain optical
channels where beacons are transmitted need to be free from interferences from ambient
light such as sunlight and fluorescent light. Epsilon deals with the light sources at a similar
height, while in reality, they may be deployed at any height as need.

In practice, such an ideal environment is rare. In a real usage, the receiver (hence
the light sensor) may be in arbitrary orientation, which is considered as a complicated
problem by [29]. Existing visible light localization systems require customized LED drivers
to emit identity beacons, which increases the system cost. LiTell [30,31] enable visible
light localization on unmodified existing light hardware, and these systems extract high-
frequency features from fluorescent lights. However, similarly, the method only applies to
fluorescent tube lights and the camera of smartphone must be held horizontally.

Pulsar [32] introduces an indoor visible light positioning system that adopts incumbent
fluorescent lights/LEDs and lightweight PDs to achieve continuous 3D localization with
sub-meter precision. Fortunately, LiLo addresses this common situation and utilizes it as a
helpful feature for ADL recognition. LiLo leverages the integrated orientation sensors (e.g.,
IMU on a smartphone) to measure the device’s attitude. With the light value, a tuple (light
value, phone’s attitude, and other features) is recorded into the system. Then, this tuple
will be recognized as a location and its related ADL type.

Trilateration localization method in [26] computes the distances between a receiver
and multiple light sources by varying the transmitting power. In this case, the LEDs is able
to transmit ID code modulated. The work in [26] assumes that a receiver is located on the
floor, LED bulbs are on the ceiling, as well as both the receiver axis and the transmitter axes
are perpendicular to the ceiling. The authors of [33] offer landmarks with approximate
room-level semantic localization depending on modulated LED bulbs. A VLC system
using fluorescent lamps and photodiodes sensor has been proposed in [16], which can also
estimate the 2D location. Here, a single photodiode (PD) was used to estimate the vertical
and horizontal angles between the PD and the fluorescent lamps.
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Furthermore, in [34], the proximity positioning concept is used to take a grid of
transmitters as reference points with known coordinates. However, by nature, the accuracy
cannot be better than the resolution of the source grid.

Fiatlux [35] performs a room-level localization using light sensors with assuming
uniform lighting conditions. This assumption may not be valid all the time and users’
movements are constrained to very slow speeds in order to obtain a match. Moreover, the
position of sensor is required to be fixed. Without special infrastructure for modulation,
light bulbs with their associated locations can be identified with high accuracy by processing
filtered frequency signals with machine learning algorithms [36]. SurroundSense [37] builds
a map using several features found in typical indoor spaces, including ambient sound, light,
color, etc., in addition to Wi-Fi RSS. This approach depends on calibration of the space of
interest to construct a training dataset comprising RSS measurements at known positions.

RainbowLight [38] introduces a low-cost ambient light 3D localization approach.
Exploiting the model that characterizes the relation for direction, light interference and
spectrum, RainbowLight calculates the direction to a chip after taking a photo containing
the chip. It presents a direction intersection-based method to derive the location with
multiple chips. Although RainbowLight calls for less device configuration, it needs complex
signal processing and recognition overhead in indoor environments. The basic context
information employed by classifiers can be completely collected from context-related
sensors. Mazilu et al. [39] implemented a framework that collects data from low-power
ambient sensors. For continuous place detection, these ambient sensors will leave out
typical energy-hungry location providers (GPS, network localization, or audio). Authors
claim that the combination of light, temperature, humidity, and pressure sensors makes
the footprint of a place recognizable. Data collection from these context-related sensors is
directed into a C4.5 decision tree classifier that outputs the user’s semantic location (such
as at home, at office, in car, etc.) The outcome of the system reaches the high-level place
labels instead of precise GPS coordinates, thus, it is not beneficial to trajectory processing
in fine granularity.

The user computing activity (keyboard keystrokes) is monitored with the use of
ambient light sensors from a smart watch [40]. As stated, about ten dynamic discrete
gestures are detected with high accuracy. In this work, the sensor works properly in neither
very bright lights, nor very dark.

3. Characteristics of Key Active Area and Activity of Daily Living and The Status Quo

Key active areas (KAAs) are where the most frequent activities the resident conducts
indoors, such as a PC desk in a reading room, an island table in a kitchen, a sofa area in a
living room, a closet in a bathroom, etc. Each KAA usually corresponds to one ADL. The
locations of KAAs are highly determined by the floor plan and furniture layout, imaging
that people can only wash nearby a faucet and one can cook by a stove. The KAAs can be
known according to the subject’s routing history.

Normally, the subject either stays at a certain KAA for a relatively long time, or moves
to another KAA during a relatively short time. For example, to most residents living at
home, writing on a desk or cooking usually takes longer than walking from the desk to the
kitchen. The objective of LiLo is to localize the subject’s current KAA and recognize the
corresponding ADL.

Mostly, a photodiode (PD) is able to give one reading representing the incoming light
value. The reading changes either when the lighting environment changes or the phone
moves to an extent. In our work, a step detector and accelerometer in a smartphone are
employed to distinguish if the phone is still, moving at the current KAA, or transiting to
another position. Moreover, when the phone is tending to move, the relative peak of light
with the phone’s attitude is helpful for further localization.

In practice, there are some challenges need to be addressed, both to previous works
and LiLo:
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a. From the smartphone’s perspective: It is less possible to collect all the attitudes
directly facing all the luminaires when the subject uses his phone normally, so trian-
gulation (using angle of arrival information) is not always feasible. Similarly, as a
trilateration example, the project [41] uses linear least square estimation by knowing
the distances from several reference points (transmitters’ horizontal coordinates),
while in reality, these distances are difficult to obtain if no photometric information is
given. Furthermore, these distances computed by a theoretical optical channel model
do not meet the typical room-level accuracy.

b. From the luminaires’ and occasions’ perspectives: First, for some interior lighting
designs, an LED light array is widely installed on the ceiling. The high density of the
array and a large number of luminaires make it difficult to sense the orientation of the
one who delivers the peak light. Second, the luminaire on the ceiling is too weak to
be considered as a spot light, while their light is scattering to the room as complete
ambient light. Third, the attitude from the embedded six-axis sensor is not always
accurate, which yields a large deviation when facing a magnetic inference. Fourth,
the optical transmission channel and the luminaires’ photometry are not as ideal as
that in theory.

c. From the user’s perspective: In experimental research, in order to obtain light infor-
mation for each KAA, pre-collection is reasonable to conduct. Whereas, in real life
usage, a pre-collection is not always allowed by the users. Besides, the usages for
the luminaire varies among different inhabitants in terms of their routine habits and
time periods in a day. Thus, how to localize in the initial step is a difficult problem.
Technically, the phone’s attitude information is one of the crucial features for ADL
recognition applications [42,43]. Nowadays, most models of smartphones already
feature ambient light sensors (photodiodes) and six-axis sensor (geomagnetic sensor
and gravity acceleration sensor). The ambient light (illuminance) sensor is visible on
the face of the device. Thus, LiLo takes full advantage of Android smartphones to
retrieve the light level with attitude to derive the indoor localization. Note that LiLo
does not require additional infrastructure support or device modification beyond a
standard smartphone. Light level is derived from the PD and attitude is derived from
the six-axis sensor, all from the smartphone.

Most of the VLC-based techniques use LEDs as the light source, since they can be
modulated more easily and hence, luminary ID with location data can be transmitted. In
contrast, LiLo supports the various conventional light sources, including incandescent,
fluorescent and LED luminaries, etc., to extract useful location information. To our knowl-
edge, it is the first system that exploits conventional indoor luminaries for fine-grained
indoor localization to recognize ADLs and demonstrate their usefulness experimentally.

4. The Radiosity Rendering Model

In this section, we will introduce the optical channel model and a method of rendering,
Radiosity, based on a detailed analysis of light reflections off diffuse surfaces. For better
illustration, let us introduce several types of light defined by computer graphics researchers:

• Ambient light’s color scatters to all the objects in the scene globally;
• Directional light shines from a specific direction, as if it is infinitely far away, so the

rays are considered as all parallel. The sun is a typical light source;
• Hemisphere light source positions directly above the scene;
• The ceiling light is more similar to a hemisphere light source;
• The point light is at a specific position in the scene, and light shines in all directions;
• The spot light is a point light that can cast a shadow in one direction within a

falloff cone.

The original Radiosity system was developed in [44]. This module calculates the
light exchange between luminaires and any other surfaces (direct lighting) and the light
exchange between illuminated surfaces (indirect lighting). Not only the direct lighting
emitted by a certain luminary can be calculated, but also light from the sky (daylight) or
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direct sunlight can also be calculated with the calculation kernel. Based on the energy
conservation principle, the premise is that any light which is projected onto a surface and
is not absorbed will be re-emitted by this surface. In our work, the Radiosity system is
employed to compute the light level on a target height in rooms.

4.1. Discrete Radiosity Overview

Surfaces are assumed to be perfectly Lambertian (diffuse), which reflects incident light
in all directions with equal intensity. With the radiosity method, an equation is created
for each surface. The scene is divided into a set of small areas, or patches. The radiosity,
Bi, of patch i is the total rate of energy leaving a surface, and the radiosity over a patch is
constant.

This equation defines the light emitted which is a product of light absorbed from other
surfaces and, if present, from its own luminance. Altogether this provides a set of equations
whose solution represents the brightness of each individual surface. Thus, the reflected
light which is perceived is a combination of multiple light sources [44]. We separate the
scene into n patches, over which the radiosity is constant

Bi = Ei + ρi

N

∑
j=1

FijBj, i = 1 . . . n (1)

where Bi is the light leaving patch i, Ei is the light emitted from patch i, ρ is the material
reflectivity, the reflectivity of surface i, which will absorb a certain percentage of light
energy which strikes the surface. Fij is the form factor, the fraction of light energy leaving
patch j that arrives at patch i, which is determined by both geometry (size, orientation, and
position of the two patches) and visibility, such as any existing occlusions in between.

n simultaneous equations with n unknown Bi values can be written in matrix form:
1− ρ1F11 −ρ1F12 . . . −ρ1F1n
−ρ2F21 1− ρ2F22 . . . −ρ2F2n

... · · · . . .
...

−ρnFn1 ρnFn2 . . . 1− ρnFnn




B1
B2
...

Bn

 =


E1
E2
...

En

 (2)

The “full matrix” radiosity solution calculates the form factors between each pair of surfaces
in the environment, then forms a series of simultaneous linear equations.

A single radiosity value Bi is for each patch in the environment so that a view-
independent solution is computed. The radiosity of a single patch i is updated for each
iteration by gathering radiosities from all other patches:

B1
B2
...

Bi
...

Bn


t+1

=



E1
E2
...

Ei
...

En


+



ρ1F11 ρ1F12 . . . ρ1F1i . . . ρ1F1n
ρ2F21 ρ2F22 . . . ρ2F2i . . . ρ2F2n

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

ρiFi1 ρiFi2 . . . ρiFii . . . ρiFin
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
ρnFn1 ρnFn2 . . . ρnFnn . . . ρnFnn





B1
B2
...

Bi
...

Bn


t

(3)

where t is the t-th iteration. This method is fundamentally a Gauss–Seidel relaxation.
The geometric terms in the form-factor derivation are illustrated in Figure 1. For

non-occluded environments, the form-factor between finite surfaces (patches) is defined as
the area average and is thus:

Fij =
1
Ai

∫
Ai

∫
Aj

cos θi cos θj

πr2 VijdAjdAi (4)
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the “form factor” between surfaces i and j, which accounts for the physical relationship
between the two surfaces, where Ai is the area of surface i, r is the vector from patch i to j,
r2 is the square of distance r. θi is the angle between normali and vector r. Vij is a boolean
visibility function between patch i and j, taken either as 0 if point on i is occluded with
respect to point on j, or as 1 if unoccluded. As the reciprocity law says:

AiFij = AjFji (5)

The “radiosity equation” describes the amount of energy which can be emitted from a
surface, as the sum of the energy inherent in the surface (a light source, for example) and
the energy which strikes the surface, being emitted from some other surfaces.

Figure 1. Form factor geometry.

5. Localization Based on Luminance Field Map with Triangulation

The Android operating system is set up to calculate a rotation matrix R, which is

defined by R =

[
Ex Ey Ez
Nx Ny Nz
Gx Gy Gz

]
, where x, y, and z are axes relative to the smartphone, see

Figure 2, and where

E =
(
Ex, Ey, Ez

)
= a unit vector which points East;

N =
(

Nx, Ny, Nz
)
= a unit vector which points North;

G =
(
Gx, Gy, Gz

)
= a unit vector which points away from

the center of the earth (gravity vector).

(6)

Figure 2. The device coordinate system and the world’s coordinate system.

The Euler angles φ, θ, and ψ in Android operating systems are defined as

azimuth −φ : rotation about G, z− axis;
pitch −θ : rotation about E, x− axis;
roll −ψ : rotation about N, y− axis.

. (7)
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Thus, the 3 × 3 rotation matrix R is expressed in terms of Euler angles,

R =

 cos φ sin ψ− sin φ sin ψ sin θ sin φ cos θ cos φ sin ψ + sin φ cos ψ sin θ
− sin φ cos ψ− cos φ sin ψ sin θ cos φ cos θ − sin φ sin ψ + cos φ cos ψ sin θ

− sin ψ cos θ − sin θ cos ψ cos θ

. (8)

The unit vectors in the direction of the x, y, and z axes of a three-dimensional Cartesian
coordinate system are

î =

 1
0
0

, ĵ =

 0
1
0

, k̂ =

 0
0
1

 (9)

A direction vector can be transformed between rotated reference frame from the device
coordinate system to the world’s coordinate system with the rotation matrix R, which helps
to rotate vectors: −→

VG = R
−→
VD (10)

where VD is a vector V measured in the frame of reference of the device; VG is a vector V
measured in the frame of reference of the global world.

The unit vector points away from the face of the smartphone is k̂, and its transformation
in the world frame of reference is

−→
kG = Rk̂ =

 cos φ sin ψ + sin φ cos ψ sin θ
− sin φ sin ψ + cos φ cos ψ sin θ

cos ψ cos θ

 (11)

In this section, we will introduce the principle of a triangulation algorithm for location.
A scenario with a set of light bulbs and a mobile terminal in a room is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A scenario with a set of luminaires and a mobile terminal.

Similar to that in reality, the light bulbs could be anywhere other than just situated on
the ceiling. The optical channels considered here are all line-of-sight (LOS) links.

Mostly, the distances from reference points (transmitters’ horizontal coordinates) are
unknown. Therefore, this system relies on the angle of arrival (AOA) instead of distance
computations.

Three luminaires and a smartphone are exhibited in Figure 3. The known coordinates
of the luminaire in the global world’s coordinate system are (x1, y1, z1), (x2, y2, z2), and
(x3, y3, z3). The following part depicts how to estimate the coordinate of the smartphone
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(xp, yp, zp) by the coordinates of reference points and the attitude of this smartphone. To
start with, the vectors can be represented as

−−→
OL1 −

−→
OP =

−→
PL1 = λ1

−−→
kGR1

−−→
OL2 −

−→
OP =

−→
PL2 = λ2

−−→
kGR2

−−→
OL3 −

−→
OP =

−→
PL3 = λ3

−−→
kGR3

(12)

Thus, |−→PLi| is the distance from a reference point i to a certain device P.
(x1, y1, z1)− (xp, yp, zp) = λ1(∆xr1, ∆yr1, ∆zr1)

(x2, y2, z2)− (xp, yp, zp) = λ2(∆xr2, ∆yr2, ∆zr2)

(x3, y3, z3)− (xp, yp, zp) = λ3(∆xr3, ∆yr3, ∆zr3)

(13)

Equation (13) is a restatement of Equation (12), with the subtractions expanded in
terms of the elements of the vectors. Therefore, the z coordinate is computed from the three
reference points. 

z1 − λ1∆zr1 = zp
z2 − λ2∆zr2 = zp
z3 − λ3∆zr3 = zp
z1 − λ1∆zr1 = z2 − λ2∆zr2 = z3 − λ3∆zr3

(14)

where λ is the scaling factor to be computed.
The location validation will be finalized when it satisfies such conditions.

|(z1 − λ1∆zr1)− (z2 − λ2∆zr2)| ≤ lengthPhone/2
|(z1 − λ1∆zr1)− (z3 − λ3∆zr3)| ≤ lengthPhone/2
|(x1 − λ1∆xr1)− (x3 − λ3∆xr3)| ≤ lengthPhone/2
|(y1 − λ1∆yr1)− (y3 − λ3∆yr3)| ≤ lengthPhone/2

0 ≤ xp ≤ lengthSpace
0 ≤ yp ≤ widthSpace
0 ≤ zp ≤ heightSpace

(15)

lengthPhone is the maximum value of the dimension of a smartphone (length, width,
height). lengthSpace, widthSpace, and heightSpace are the length, width, height value of
a room. The solution of this Equations (14) and (15) gives points of circles intersection,
predicting a zone of indoor localization. Throughout this work, a smartphone only needs
to be used as normal. The data delay of sensors in Android system is ranging from 0 to
200,000 microseconds, which is much shorter than the timespan of a human behavior. The
light and orientation sensors are sensitively working all the time. As data packages increase,
the orientation values with the top-k highest light values can be obtained with certainty.

Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for localization computation of the smartphone. This
algorithm initializes from the unit vector described in Equation (11), attempts to collect the
sets of x-coordinate and z-coordinate based on the Equations (14) and (15), it concludes the
collections of the circles’ intersection, predicting a zone of indoor localization.
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Algorithm 1: Phone localization calculation
Input: Quantity n and coordinates (xi, yi, zi) of Li. Known- The length of

smartphone lengthPhone.
Output: Coordinate of P - (xp, yp, zp)

1 Find a list of directions {azimuthφ, pitchθ, rollψ}i angles when the smartphone
receive the n peak light levels;

2 Compute the z-axis increment vectors
−−→
kGRi from {φ, θ, ψ}i in the frame of reference

of the world;
3 Select the x-coordinate {x1, x2} and z-coordinate {z1, z2} values of the Li with the

two new least zi for prediction, and any of others for validation;
4 _temp_z← heightSpace;
5 x1_array← Φ;
6 x2_array← Φ;
7 i←0;
8 while _temp_z ≥ 0 do
9 _temp_z← z1 - i∆zr1;

10 x_1_array(j).add(x1 - i∆xr1);
11 i← i + 1;

12 _temp_z← heightSpace;
13 j← 0;
14 minDi f f erent← lengthPhone;
15 _temp_j← 0;
16 while _temp_z ≥ 0 do
17 _temp_z← z2 - j∆zr2;
18 x2_array(j).add(x2 - j∆xr2);
19 for each xi in x1_array do
20 if |x2_array(j)− xi| ≤ lengthPhone/ 2 then
21 if |x2_array(j)− xi| < minDi f f erent then
22 minDi f f erent← |x2_array(j)− xi| ;
23 _temp_j← j;

24 j← j + 1;

25 xp ← x2_array(_temp_j);
26 yp ← y2 - _temp_j∆yr2;
27 zp ← z2 - _temp_j∆zr2;
28 if validation(xp, yp, zp) then
29 return coordinate(xp, yp, zp);

30 else
31 goto step 3;

Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm for location validation of the smartphone. In order
to estimate the precise position, at least two luminaires detected in the space are neces-
sary. Afterwards, the estimated position can be validated if more luminaires are detected.
Accordingly, after receiving the arguments from Algorithm 1, this algorithm applied the
constraints of Equation (15) to yield the valid postion.
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Algorithm 2: Phone localization validation

1 validation (xp, yp, zp)
Input: Coordinate (xp, yp, zp) of the estimated Lp. Known-The coordinate

(xv, yv, zv) of Lv and the direction {φ, θ, ψ}v from the validation set, the
length of smartphone lengthPhone, the length, width, height of the space.

Output: Coordinate of P− (xp, yp, zp) is valid or not.

2 Compute the x, y, z-axis increment vectors
−−→
kGRv from {φ, θ, ψ}v in the frame of

reference of the world;
3 xDi f f ← lengthSpace ;
4 zDi f f ← heightSpace ;
5 if 0 ≤ xp ≤ lengthSpace and 0 ≤ yp ≤ lengthSpace and 0 ≤ zp ≤ lengthSpace then
6 xDi f f ← |(xv − xp)/∆xrv − (yv − yp)/∆yrv| ;
7 zDi f f ← |(xv − xp)/∆xrv − (zv − zp)/∆zrv| ;
8 if xDi f f < ε and zDi f f < ε then
9 return True;

10 return False;

Yet, when a smartphone detects solely one luminary in the space, it is still possible to
localize the phone. The changing light value will be detected when the smartphone moves.
First, when it reaches the peak light value, the attitude of the phone is retrieved by the
six-axis sensor. Along the direction towards to the luminaire, we can draw a line from the
device to the luminaire. Different luminaires will yield different light volumes, which in
turn will validate the location result. In the localization period, when new recordings with
the approximately same direction are detected, by comparing with the historical records of
the light values and the attitudes, this system is able to relocate those clusters under the
same direction.

6. System Overview

In this section, the discussion will point to the LiLo system, which tackles the chal-
lenges abovementioned in Section 3. The system diagram is described in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The system architecture of LiLo.
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(1) Initialization of illuminance field map: According to information of house structure,
furniture layout, and luminaire information, an indoor light field map is generated
by the Radiosity algorithm described in Section 4.1. For instance, the luminance field
map of a bedroom is shown in Figure 5, computed by the Radiosity algorithm. In this
case, all the luminaires in this scene are ON, and the height of the plane computed
is 70 cm, which is as high as much of the KAAs on a desk. As is shown in this
colormap, the computed luminance at KAAs t10, t11, t12 (see Figure 6) are 5–10 units
of measurement, 30–75 units, and 10–30 units, respectively. The computed luminance
values at KAAs are recorded and sorted with respect to different facing azimuth
angles of a smartphone.

Figure 5. The luminance field map of a bedroom derived from the Radiosity method.

The facing azimuth angle of the smartphone is mostly subject to the furniture layout.
Normally, without frequently changing of the furniture layout, the subject and their
phone always head toward the roughly similar direction at each KAA. As shown in
layout Figure 7, south is the most likely orientation at p9, and east is at p1. As illus-
trated in Figure 4, four frequency luminance lists of different azimuth angles (north,
east, south, and west) are generated. Each list has the KAA IDs in the descending
order of the sorted luminance. Gathering the ADL orientations in Figure 7 and the
illuminations in Figure 6, both the orientations of ADL at KAA p6 (washing dishes in
the kitchen) and p3 (washing in the bathroom) are west-bound, but the illumination
at t4 is around 45 unit and that at t7 approximates 64 unit. Although p3 and p6 are in
the same frequency illuminance sub-list (west), the illumination differences lead to
conclude that “washing dishes in the kitchen” happens at KAA p6 and “washing in
the bathroom” happens at KAA p3.
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Figure 6. Real-life data captured. The squares with different colors are the testing points with
different illumination.

Figure 7. Floor layout and luminaire placement in one apartment. The numbered positions in green
circles are KAAs, and the hollow squares are the luminaire with ID numbers, with different colors
indicating the different luminous intensities.
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Step by step, the most frequent heading orientation of the phone at each KAA can be
learned and retrieved as historical data grow. Nevertheless, if the assumption does
not satisfy all the time, the localization in the cold start can be initialized by the AOA
algorithm in Section 5.

(2) Ambient light, geomagnetic field, and orientation sensor data collection on the
fly: The client (smartphone) generates and bundles a series of ambient Light, Ori-
entation, Time, and Step information (LOTS), then it sends the information pack-
ages to a reference cloudlet server, which holds the illuminance field map of a
floor plan. Note that the Android system computes the orientation angles by us-
ing a device’s geomagnetic field sensor in combination with the device’s accelerom-
eter (https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/sensors_position and
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/sensors_overview, accessed
on 14 January 2019). Intuitively thinking, light level represents the surrounding en-
vironments, orientation represents the subject’s facing direction. Increasingly, ADL
patterns and light usage are changing across different times of day as each ADL takes
for a while at each KAA. Walking transition between every two KAAs would affect the
sensor–accelerometer-based step counter, the incremental value of which effectively
suggests segmenting two sequential ADLs.
These coming LOTS packages have a two-fold function. On the one hand, the new
LOTS packages are streaming to be classified by the trained model for a location
estimation. On the other hand, they serve as the candidate to derive a KAA candidate
label after comparing in a KAA-based frequency luminance list. The frequency
demultiplexer serves as a dispatcher to feed the LOTS packages to multiple frequency
luminance lists. The AOA multiplexer combines the frequency luminance lists for
persistence as historical data. In the meantime, the candidate label is validated by the
AOA algorithm in Section 5.
This label record is fed into a historical database to update the labels in the same
azimuth group. After a preset period of time, this system keeps updating a light-level
model for every KAA in this floor, as shown in Figure 6. The necessity of the database
updating is primarily to keep track of the abnormality, such as changes of interior
furniture layout, dysfunction of any luminaire. Once it happens, the information
within the frequency luminance lists is subject to updating accordingly. Thus, this
further leads to a new training model.

(3) Autocalibration to upgrade an advanced illuminance field map: The LOTS pack-
ages at each KAA are archived into a database no matter which direction the smart-
phone is heading. Now that the illuminance field map only takes effect when the
smartphone approximately faces up, the selected recordings in the reference package
to compare in a luminance list only include the facing-up ones. With the real LOTS
data of the phone, the illuminance field map generated at the cold start is upgraded
to an advanced modality with eight dimensions, including light level (l) at (x,y,z) po-
sition in the map, (azimuth, pitch, roll) gyroscope information on the (x,y,z) position,
at (t) time. Further, multi-dimension KAA-based frequency luminance lists are stored
as the templates in the following location estimation stage.

(4) Location estimation: In practice, the client sends the LOTS packages to the reference
server. During the initial inference phase, the location is determined using the illumi-
nance field map with orientation knowledge. After the cold-start phase, the server
is able to compare the measured light value and geomagnetic field signals with the
records in the advanced illuminance field map database. Eventually, the location
results are computed from a machine learning classifier.

7. Experiment Environment

Here, we give one apartment to illustrate the experimental process. This work took
place in an actual apartment of size 800 ft2 as the living environment, the layout of which is
shown in Figure 7, containing a bedroom (position p1), a bathroom (position p3), a living

https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/sensors_position
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/sensors_overview
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room (position p8) with a combined kitchen (position p5). The locations of luminaires are
marked with hollow squares in the floor plan map. The photometry of the luminaires is
displayed in Table 1. In this luminance environment, the beam angle of luminary l8 is
±30 degree; and that of luminary l0 is ±180 degree, so luminary l0 is a point light; all other
luminaires have beam angles of nearly ±90 degree.

Table 1. Photometry of a luminaire.

ID. Category Location Height (m) Power(W) × Quantity

l1 ceilingLight entrance hall 2.4 40 × 1
l2 fluorescent above the faucet 1.65 13 × 2
l3 fluorescent kitchen ceiling 2.4 54 × 2
l4 ceilingLight living room 2.4 13 × 3
l5 underCloset above the stoves 1.23 13 × 2
l6 bathLight above the vanity table 2.1 50 × 2
l7 ceilingLight hallway 2.4 40 × 1
l8 tableLamp on the desk 1.0 40 × 1
l9 ceilingLight bedroom 2.4 40 × 1
l0 floorLamp on the desk 1.3 40 × 1

All the luminaires are spot light sources, because the lamp shade channels the direction of the emitting light. l2
and l3 are fluorescent, the others are incandescent.

The smartphone used is Google Nexus 5 with the Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow op-
erating system. This model features sensors for geomagnetic information, orientation
information, and light level.

Activities of Daily Living in the Venues

The typical activities of daily living that frequently happen in our daily life are intro-
duced in this section. Mostly, the locations of ADLs are largely under the constrains of the
furniture layout and appliances. For example, one can only do washing up by a faucet. The
circles are ADL capturing points, and the arrow around circle denotes the most frequent
facing orientation in each.
* Working on a PC—The major pieces of furniture in the bedroom are a long combined
desk and a bed. The facing orientation of ADL is much subject to the furniture layout. In
this case, the subject often works on their computer and reads some material at position p1
facing east.
* The subject usually falls asleep, takes a nap, or reads on his smartphone at any time in the
bed. The illuminance environment at position p2 varies in time. It has a relatively lower
light level in the daylight, while it has a relatively higher light level in the night when
luminary 8 turns on.
* Hygiene activities (two types)—Once the inhabitant is inside the bathroom, he performs
normal hygiene activities at position p4, facing either west or east, or washing at position
p3 facing east.
* Cooking—At position p5, the subject cooks, chops, and prepares food facing south, which
is toward the direction where the stoves are located.
* Washing dishes—At position p6, the subject washes dishes, vegetables, fruit, etc., with the
heading orientation of west.
* Eating—The sofa at position p9 is most frequently used when the resident has meals for
best convenience, including breakfast, lunch, dinner, and mid-night snack. The smartphone
is usually placed on the sofa table or on the sofa, t3 and t2, respectively, as shown in
Figure 6.
* Dressing up—At the entrance hall (position p7), the subject usually selects clothes by the
wardrobe, and puts on or removes shoes by the shoe storage cabinet.
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8. Experiments

Later, we evaluate the performance of LiLo in three sections. Section 8.1 is designed
to validate how well LiLo can locate users under different luminaire arrangements across
different KAAs in an apartment.

Sections 8.2 and 8.3 mine the historical data in real-world scenarios, from the ADL
Recorder App project [42]. This experiment aims to answer whether the proposed LiLo
system contributes to location accuracy and ADL recognition.

Section 8.4 tests the performances of different machine learning classifiers for fine
recognition in defined spaces.

8.1. Localization Based on Orientation, Light Level, and Time

Data were precollected from the Light Meter App running on Nexus 5 smartphone. The
Light Meter, developed by our group, detects ambient light level values, three attributes from
a geomagnetic field sensor, and three attributes from an orientation sensor. It encapsulates
the data and sends packages to the reference cloudlet server. At each KAA, the smartphone
is rotated arbitrarily to detect data from multiple directions, so a number of records with
different phone attitudes are collected.

The light levels at multiple KAAs are tested, and different illuminations are displayed
in various colors, as shown in Figure 6.

For each KAA, the illumination is determined by the different ON/OFF status combi-
nations of surrounding luminaire, so the possible light situations at each KAA are recorded.
For instance, at KAA p6, the most contributive light source are the lamp above the faucet
(l2), the kitchen ceiling lamp (l3), and the lamp under the microwave oven (l5), as illustrated
in Figure 7. The data in p6 are from eight combinations of luminaire (l2, l3, and l5) status,
where each luminary is either ON or OFF.

The total number of instances collected in this experiment is 24631. Six comparison
sessions are analyzed and the model is trained with a Bayesian Network classifier in the
WEKA [45]. Sessions (a) and (b) are analyzed with data from both the geomagnetic field
sensor and the orientation sensor. Sessions (c) and (d) are analyzed with data only from the
orientation sensor. Sessions (e) and (f) are analyzed with data only from the geomagnetic
sensor. Sessions (b), (d), and (f) are analyzed with data only when the smartphone faces up
approximately, with both roll and pitch angles are less than 15 degrees.

Testing data are evaluated on training data. Two metrics are considered here. Mcr
represents misclassification rate and crossTypeMcr represents the Mcr happening among
different types. The types here mean different combinations of light status (ON or OFF). For
example, the misclassification between different light situations at KAA is not regarded as
an error, because the KAA result is identical. Thus, crossTypeMcr draws more attention to
the KAA-level recognition. Additionally, Mcr focuses on not only the KAA recognition, but
also the status of the surrounding luminaire. The comparison result is shown in Figure 8.

In general, the recognition result of the facing-up smartphone is better than the multi-
direction data, mainly because the ambient light sensor retrieves more precise illuminance
information when the phone faces up. Furthermore, the combined usage of both geomag-
netic field sensor and orientation sensor outperforms using the orientation sensor alone,
which also works better than using geomagnetic field sensor alone. The best performance
is obtained using data from both geomagnetic field sensor and orientation sensor when the
smartphone is facing up, mainly because more valuable information is fed into the classifier.
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Figure 8. Recognition comparison using different attributes. “g” represents the geomagnetic informa-
tion; “o” represents the orientation information.

8.2. ADL Recognition Based on Orientation, Light Level, and Time
8.2.1. Experimental Setup and Data Collection

Real-time recordings from a variety of different ADL scenes were generated from
the ADL Recorder App [42]. The App project aims to recognize ADLs only via a single-
point Android-based smartphone, which captures the ADL types with multiple sensing
data, including light level, azimuth angle, time, Wi-Fi RSSI values, and so on. A Nexus
5 smartphone with the Android system (Marshmallow 6.0.1) is used as the experimental
device. The assumption for this experiment is that the smartphone is used normally and
placed by the subject at every KAA.

Attributes used in the ADL recognition stage include time, orientation, and light
level. The time attribute here plays a more critical role than timestamps, as natural factors
also impact the lighting environment. For example, the light volume through windows is
different from daylight to night. Furthermore, the luminaire usage varies from time to time.
One could turn on a desk lamp for reading at night, and afterwards turn on the floor lamp
for wandering in the room.

The classification performance was evaluated using leave-one-out cross-validation,
where a classifier is trained with all instances except the one that is left out for classification.
In this way, the training data are maximally utilized, even though the system has never
experienced that particular recording before. The overall recognition rates were calculated
as the sample mean of the recognition rates of the individual scenes.

In Table 2, the different scenes and the number of recordings from each scene are listed.
The recordings are categorized into five general classes according to locations of the scenes
(bathroom, kitchen, dining room, bedroom, and some public places). The first four scenes
happen in the apartment as in Figure 7, and the public places include four buildings far
away located in the city of this experiment—Ames, Iowa. The apartment in the experiment
is located in the northeastern area of the city. “Amespubliclibrary” represents the Ames
public library located in the center of downtown. “PCoffice” represents that the subject is
working in the office in in Atanasoff Hall, with is in the center of the campus. “Gilman1353”
represents classroom 1353 in Gilman Hall on the campus. “RossHall” represents a classroom
in the basement of Ross Hall in the eastern area of the campus.
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Table 2. List of the recorded ADL scenes, and number of recording for each.

Main Context Scene No. of Recordings

Bathroom (910)

Bathroombowel
Bathroomfaucet
Bathroomflushing
Bathroompee

405
273

24
208

Kitchen (765)
Chop
Cooking
Washingdishes

32
506
227

DiningRoom (1293)

Breakfast
Dinner
LivingRoom
Lunch
Midnightsnack

15
491

11
501
275

Bedroom (1230)

Dinnerbedroom
Gettingup
Nap
Sleep
WorkingonPCathome

57
31
41

122
1010

Public places (159)

Amespubliclibrary
PCoffice
Gilman1353
RossHall

103
11
39

6

Total 4388

After preprocessing the data, and deriving the location information from the combi-
nation of Wi-Fi RSSI, an ARFF (Attribute-Relation File Format) file is produced and fed
into the WEKA. The training set includes all the sensing data records (21 different scenes,
4388 samples), and the test set uses the same training set. In this session, we trained and
tested the dataset with Bayesian network classifiers. The Wi-Fi-based algorithm [46] was
applied to generate predictions in a low-level granularity (main context in Table 2), and
light level signal was computed to retrieve a fine-granularity prediction (Scenes in Table 2)
as expected.

8.2.2. Recognition Accuracy and Discussions

The confusion matrix for 21 classified scenes using the Bayesian network classifiers
is presented in Figure 9. The rectangular boxes enclose the more general contexts, as
presented in Table 2. The overall recognition rate was 89.93% for analysis 4388 instances
on attributes of {light, orientation angle, hour, location}. The boxes enclose more general
classes with high-level location. In the meantime, the recognition rate of general contexts
level is 99.84%.

- The type of “Bathroomflushing” is the most common type for mis-classifications,
because “Bathroomflushing” and “Bathroomfaucet” usually take place near position
p3 at the same time. However, after the audio process stage in [47], misclassifications
are largely modified, because the sound of “Bathroomflushing” type is distinct from
that of “running water from faucet”, “Pee”, and “Bowel”;

- The types of “Bathroomfaucet” and “Bathroompee” are nearly 30% misclassified in
between. Basically, because the two ADLs positions are close to each other, both near
position p3 in Figure 7, the light level and orientation are roughly similar, and even
the two ADLs occur sequentially;

- The ADLs of “chopping”, “cooking”, and “washing dishes” usually interweave, and
the actual spots are close to each other (in the neighborhood of positions p5 and
p6), so that the illuminance atmosphere, generated from the luminaire {l2, l3, l5}, are
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more or less the same. Similarly, audio processing is helpful for misclassifications
improvement;

- All “eating” ADLs happen in the living room, and a slight misclassifications exist
between “dinner” and “mid-night snack”, as the shared the position p9 and occurred
subsequently;

- “Lunch” is sometimes misclassified as “dinner”, partially because of mislabeling. The
subject sometimes reported the second meal in a day as “lunch”, no matter when the
meal was, even after 5:00 p.m.;

- The “getting up”, “nap”, and “sleep” are misclassified as “Working on PC at home”
due to the same orientations and venues shared position (p1 and p2). Additionally,
the subject usually “works on PC at home” any time in a day;

- Interestingly, the attributes of time and light level are helpful for the recognition of
“dinner in bedroom”, although the orientations and venues (position p1) are roughly
the same with those of “working on PC at home”. Specifically, “Dinner in bedroom”
takes place at t12 in Figure 6, and “working on PC at home” happens at t11. The
distance between the two venues is just less than half a meter.

Figure 9. Confusion matrix for 21 scenes classified using Bayesian Network.

The recognition accuracy of scenes in a location level ranged from 99.7% (bathroom)
to 100% (public places). Basically, the illuminance atmosphere and time in each place are
distinct. Note that the satisfactory performance is gained without usage of GPS information,
while the localization for the “public places” is still of high accuracy.

If the attributes fed into the Bayesian network classifier is {light level, orientation,
and hour}, leaving out the location estimation based on Wi-Fi RSSI, the overall correct
classification rate is 76.16 %. Additionally, the classification rates of the five location-
level general categories are 79.78%, 70.07%, 93.27%, 83.51%, and 96.23%. The most major
misclassification is “kitchen”-related to “dining room”-related. Furthermore, the majority
of ADL-level mis-classification is “cooking” to either “dinner” or “lunch”. The possible
reason is that the functional places are connecting with each other and the luminaire l3 and
l4 illuminate the entire place.

8.3. Comparison of Recognition Rates Using Different Attributes

The dataset of this experiment is the same as that in Section 8.2, which has 4388 samples
from 21 different scenes. In the experiments (a)–(g), we trained and tested the dataset with
Bayesian network classifiers; and in experiment (h), we select J48 decision tree algorithm as
the classifier. The pre-recognized location is derived from the Wi-Fi localization algorithm
via SVM method. The performance comparison is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Comparison of recognition rates using different combinations of attributes. In the xlabel,
“angle” represents that the orientation azimuth angle is leveraged; “correct location” mean that
Wi-Fi-based localization outcomes with high-accuracy are imported here; “noisy location” means
that wrong pre-recognized locations are imported deliberately for the purpose of comparison.

Suppose via any Wi-Fi-based localization algorithm, we can obtain nearly high-
accuracy locations, the results show that the “light” feature positively contributes to im-
proving the performance of localization. By adding the attribute of “light”, the ADL-level
recognition rate increases from 87.03% (b) to 89.93% (c).

However, retrieving the accurate locations by Wi-Fi localization is not always plausible.
There are two major causes: first, Wi-Fi RSSI value usually shifts transiently, sometimes
Wi-Fi connections are even lost; second, mostly, in a house Wi-Fi RSSI status of each room
has less distinguishing features, because of the near distances from each room and the wall
blockage of the signal. From the comparison of the experiment (d) and (e), by adding the
attribute “light”, the ADL-level recognition rate grows from 69.07% to 76.32% distinctly.
Additionally, the location-level recognition rate obviously increases from 77.80% to 83.89%,
as well. That is to say, “light” attribute substantially contributes to the performance.

The essential combination of {light, azimuth angle, hour} (a) is a solution to recognize
both ADL types and locations without the Wi-Fi-based localization algorithm process. The
performance improvement of this basic combination from that of importing attribute of in-
accurate “pre-recognized locations” (e) is negligible. Without the Wi-Fi RSSI-based process,
it saves the battery consumption of scanning Wi-Fi RSSI, the storage of the combination of
RSSIs, and the computation overhead of the pre-recognition process.

From the comparison of experiments, including nearly correct pre-recognized loca-
tions (b and c) or inaccurate locations (d and e), it is indicated that the attribute “light”
contributes to performance improvement under both cases. With the attribute of three-axis
“acceleration” data, we can see that the performance result of the experiment (g) grows
further. Here, the accuracy of 84.23% is consistent with that of the Section 8.1 session (e)
shown in Figure 8.

In the experiment (h), the J48 decision tree algorithm is selected to classify the
ADL types and locations, the performance grows to an acceptable 93.92% and 96.74%,
respectively.

8.4. Recognition in a Given Space by Different Classifiers

There are two sessions in this experiment, one for a living room and kitchen, the area
is 7.6 m × 3.4 m; the other one is for a bedroom, the area is 3.5 m × 3.5 m; From the floor
plan in Figure 7, only by a Wi-Fi-based localization algorithm, it is hard to differentiate
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the area between kitchen and living room areas, due to less salient signal features. Hence,
the objective of this experiment is to validate the recognition rate of the precise areas in a
given room.

From the floor plan in Figure 6, in the living room, the ADLs usually happen in two
KAAs. The “eating”-series ADLs, including “breakfast”, “lunch” , “dinner”, and “mid-
night snack”, take place on the tea table in KAAs of t2 or t3 region; the ADLs of “chopping”,
“cooking”, and “washing dishes” usually happen in the kitchen neighboring KAA t5.

In the bedroom, the ADLs usually happen in three KAAs. The ADLs of “getting up”,
“napping”, and “sleeping” take place in the bed near KAA t10; The ADL of “working
on PC at home” usually happens on the desk near KAA t11; Sometimes, the subject has
“dinner in the bedroom” in the KAA t12 region. These KAAs above are considered as the
location-level measurement.

We trained the data with attributes of {light level, azimuth angle, 3-axes accelerometer,
and time} via the WEKA, the Bayesian network and the J48 tree are selected as the classifiers.
The comparison is shown in Figure 11. The metric of “ADL-level” recognition is considered
as correct if and only if the specific ADLs, such as “getting up”, “napping”, etc., are
recognized correctly. Likewise, the metric of “location-level” recognition is considered
as correct if and only if the specific locations of ADLs (e.g., KAA t3, t5, t10, etc.) are
recognized correctly.

Figure 11. Recognition comparison in bedroom and living room under different kind of classifiers.
“BayesNet” represents using a Bayesian network classifier and “J48” represents using a decision tree
classifier.
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From the comparison result, in such a small bedroom, the recognition rate of both the
ADL-level and the location-level gains above 94%. Note that the distance between t10 and
t11 is as close as less than 40 cm, and the misclassification rate in between is less than 1.9%
under J48 tree classifying. The distance between t11 and t12 is less than 60 cm, and the
ADL-level misclassification rate in between is less than 4% under J48 tree classifying.

The reason of higher recognition accuracy rate in a small room, compared with in
multiple rooms, is partially due to fewer ADL categories. Besides, the fewer luminaries
with the similar luminance characteristics is one factor resulting in classification errors. For
example, the light coming through the window in the living room or through the window
in the bedroom in the afternoon are of less difference. The properties of light (especially
luminous intensity) of the ceiling light in the living room, l4 in Figure 7, is similar to that of
ceiling light l9 in the bedroom, because they have the similar heights, luminance intensities,
and color temperatures.

Hereby, performance comparison of LiLo with the results reported in prior work is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of recognition accuracy to previous work.

Reference Modalities Face-Up Method Average Error

IDyLL [13]

Accelerometer, Gyro,
Compass, IMU, PDR,
others conventional
luminaries PD on

smartphones office
buildings, WD

Yes Illumination peak
detection 0.38∼0.5 m

M. Yoshino etc. [14] Image sensor 3D 1.5 m

C. Sertthin etc. [15] LED, PD 2D 1∼2 m

X. Liu etc. [16] Fluorescent lamp, PD 2D 0.1∼0.3 m

Luxapose [27] LED ID with DC,
camera, smart phone Yes AOA 0.1 m testbed-level

Epsilon [29]

Modulated LED
Beacon-based, RSS,
custom light sensor,
smart phone, user’s

gestures

No MB, DC 0.4 m

Lightitude [48] RSS, IMU, PDR, smart
phone No MB, weights on RSS set 1.93 m

LiLo
RSS, Accelerometer,

Gyro, orientation, time
in a day

No FP, AoA 0.4 m

DC: device configuration, Received Signal Strength (RSS), FP: fingerprinting-based, MB: modeling-based, inertial
measurement units (IMU), pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR), PD: photodiode sensors, ML: maximum likelihood,
WD: war-driving, model based: based on ray projection model, AOA: angle-of-arrival.

9. Conclusions

We first present and develop LiLo, a light-based localization system, to estimate
smartphone users’ various activities of daily living (ADLs) via machine learning algorithms.
This service employs ambient light level, with orientation information obtained all by a
single-point smartphone, to estimate the indoor positioning with high accuracy. Overall,
no extra heavy infrastructure is involved. Moreover, this application does not impose much
extra burden and battery consumption to the phone, because the ambient light sensor and
orientation sensor keep running in the background all the time. This project concentrates
upon the localization on key active area (KAA), where most frequent ADLs take place. In
addition, we tackle the technical challenge of localization in the cold start without certain
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reference records, and solve the problem of less likelihood to collect data in the off-line
phase. LiLo takes full advantage of characteristics of the surrounding environment to
generate a luminance field map by the Radiosity algorithm. On the server end, in order to
achieve a more realistic indoor luminance field and luminance on KAA, we do consider
light propagation between surfaces in the scene. Hence, compared with the previous works,
LiLo is able to deal with the spots in storage closets. We have validated the performance of
LiLo in both an experimental environment and a real-world environment. Our results show
that the overlooked light from conventional off-the-shelf luminaire adds many potential
features into the environment and LiLo achieves decimeter indoor location accuracy for
regular smartphones. The efficient management of an illuminance field map at different
periods of time in a day is one of our future tasks.
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